Kirami Premium Pearly M
Cube EcoStripe - Mocca, Champagne
The strengths of the Premium Pearly tub include the user-friendly design
familiar from the Family series. The designed bench makes it easier to climb
into the tub. You can rest your back on the specially designed edges of the
bench and for two people the it can also be an armrest. The tub’s glossy,
champagne-coloured inner tub made out of ABS-acrylic, represents the
highest class of hot tubs. The smooth and light coloured surface of the plastic
allows LED-lightning to be installed as additional equipment. Factory fitted
LED-lighting creates a fabulous atmosphere in the evening twilight. Premium
Pearly is the choice of bathers who value easy-care products of high quality.
The hot tub is heated with an efficient black Cube heater with a timeless
design and colour; it heats even large tubs quickly. It is made out of highquality marine-grade aluminium. The outer shell is made out of grooved
composite panels in mocca that suit a modern environment. The grooved
surface is easy to clean, and the material needs no additional treatment
besides cleaning. Champagne is clear and solem choice for inside colour. This
elegant and fabulous interior guarantees memorable and romantic bath
moments.
The barrel diameter is 170 cm and water volume 1420 litres. It is suitable for 46 people. The dry weight of the hot tub is 139 kg. The gross heat output of the
CUBE stove is 48 kW and the net heat output transferred to the water is 35 kW.

Technical Info
CAPACITY (PERSONS)

4-6

FILLAGE VOLUME

940

WATER CAPACITY

1420 l

OUTER DIAMETER

170 cm

HEIGHT (TUB)

107 cm

DEPTH

Heater:

Cube

Outer color:

EcoStripe - Mocca

Inner color:

Champagne

90 cm

WEIGHT

157 kg

PRODUCT LENGTH

236 cm

PRODUCT WIDTH

170 cm

PRODUCT HEIGHT
PRODUCT CODE

260 cm
PPCHES2600CUBE-MO

Also get accessories

Insulated cover M, 170 cm
round

Warmer feelings.

www.kirami.fi

